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Who are we?
Meco is a specialty Canadian engineering
and construction consulting firm.
Established in 1992, Meco currently operates

Two things that differentiate Meco from other

throughout Canada and internationally from our

consultants is our commitment to our core val-

office in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

ues and to a delivery model that is open and
transparent.

Meco’s core business is in Dam Safety Manage-

•

Our INGENUITY core value requires that

ment and Dam Safety Engineering. Meco is an

we are clever in seeking solutions to our

active corporate member of the Canadian Dam

client needs.

Association (CDA), a regular participant at ICOLD

•

and USSD and a recipient of the CDA Corporate
Award in recognition of its integral role in the

Our INTEGRITY core value requires that
we do not over-promise or take shortcuts.

•

Our FIDELITY core value requires that our

industry. We employ highly skilled, focused pro-

first priority is the needs of our clients and

fessional engineering leaders with specialties in

vendors.

geotechnical, structural and water resources en-

•

gineering.

Our FLEXIBILITY core value requires an
open mind, check dogma at the door.

•
Meco consulting includes:

Our EMPATHY core value means we will
feel your pain.

•

Dam safety engineering

•

Civil engineering

•

Hydrotechnical engineering

•

Structural engineering

Meco’s clients include regulated utilities, fed-

•

Environmental engineering

eral and provincial governments, municipalities,

•

Geotechnical engineering

contractors and private developments. We effec-

•

Electrical engineering

tively leverage technology, including the latest

•

Project management

civil, geotechnical, and dam safety software and

•

Construction management

programming to meet your needs. Together, our

•

Our DECISIVENESS core value requires us
to finish our projects.

team provides thorough and reliable advice and
design skill to your project needs. With hundreds
of successful projects in Canada, Meco has the
corporate experience and capacity to provide innovative and sustainable engineering services for
the proposed dam modifications.
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What We Do!

Meco Values
Ingenuity
Integrity
Empathy
Flexibility
Decisiveness
Fidelity

Meco strives to bring ingenuity to the
Structural/Hydraulic, Hydrological, and
Geotechnical fields, applying first principles and reliable technologies to achieve
reliable solutions to your projects.
Meco is prepared to provide support on projects with scopes ranging from
small and well-understood problems to large, complex issues with nebulous
definition.
The following is a breakdown of Services for the different stages of projects
that Meco is prepared to be involved with:
a) Consultative and Advisory Services:
•

Appraisals or studies based on existing data

•

Valuations, including economic valuations

•

Technical representation on behalf of our clients

•

Inspection, testing or other services concerning the collection, analysis,
evaluation and interpretation of data and information leading to specialized conclusions and recommendations

b) Pre-Design Services:
•

Project scope development

•

Analysis of conditions or methods of operation, economic analysis,
analysis of location of the project, evaluation of alternative design concepts and similar matters undertaken to establish the sizes, capacities,
locations, methods of operation, operating costs, and other principal
features which form the basis for conclusions and recommendations on
the design and undertaking of a project
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c) Design Services:
•
•

Preparation of preliminary sketches and development of

Our core business is in engineering & management consulting

specification notes

services related to safe operation and management of dams and

Preparation of calculations, working drawings, and speci-

associated hydraulic structures. Meco is a one-stop shop for civil,

fications

geotechnical, hydraulic, electrical, mechanical, decision analysis

•

Preparation of cost estimates and completion schedules

services, and project management services.

•

Assisting in preparing tender packages and assistance in
calling for tenders

•
•
•

Meco’s dam safety services:

Analysis of tender responses and advising the Client

•

Dam Safety Reviews

regarding tender acceptance

•

Geotechnical Analysis and Design

General engineering services during construction or field

•

Designs and Modifications

projects

•

Installation and Interpretation of Monitoring Equipment

Review shop drawings, plans, maps, and other documents

•

Flood Studies and Development of Regional Hydrologic

as provided for in the terms of the contract documents
•

•
•

•

HEC-RAS Modeling

fully authorized representative to become generally famil-

•

Operations and Maintenance Plans

iar with the progress and quality of the Services

•

Low Flow Studies

Keeping Client informed on the progress and quality of

•

Dam Break and Inundation Mapping

the Services

•

Emergency Preparedness Planning

Guidance to Client in the interpretation of construction
contract documents

•

Examination of progress claims for the purpose of recommending and/or approving progress payments

•

Models

Periodic visits to the site by the Engineer or the Engineer’s

Final inspection and warranty inspection
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Dam Safety
Reviews • Audits • Inspections

Dam Safety Review (DSR) & Dam
Safety Audit (DSA)
Regulation of dams in Canada defaults in many areas to the
Canadian Dam Association (CDA) Dam Safety Guidelines. The
Guidelines central instrument is the Dam Safety Review (DSR),
which covers all aspects of an assessment required to demonstrate that:
i.

The dam is safe, operated safely, and maintained in a safe
condition

ii. Surveillance is adequate to detect any
developing safety problems
A Dam Safety Audit (DSA) is an audit of
previous CDA compliant DSRs to ensure that
the DSR:
•

Is complete

•

Meets current standards

•

Conclusions reached and recommendations made are appropriate and remain
valid

The scope of work for a Dam Safety Audit
(DSA) may vary from that for a DSR, depending
on the quantity and quality of available information of Client’s Dam Safety Management
System (DSMS) for a facility. In general, a DSA
is less detailed than a DSR and the tasks can
be negotiated.
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The tasks necessary for a DSR , as prescribed by the CDA
Guidelines (CDA, 2007 Revised 2013), are outlined below. For
brevity, some or all of these tasks may be included in a DSA.
1. Carry out a comprehensive study as per CDA Guidelines
including:
•

Review previous studies

•

Assign consequence classification

•

Site visit, dimensioning survey and staff interviews

•

Assess design and construction performance, including
hydrology

•

Assess maintenance schedules

•

Assess operation practices

neers, typically involving personnel with experience and

•

Assess surveillance and monitoring practices

knowledge in the dam safety engineering field including

•

Assess public safety policy

structural/hydraulic and geotechnical backgrounds

•

Assess emergency preparedness

2. All analysis and observations are compiled into a DSR
Report outlining the procedures and methods used,
justification for findings and recommendations, pertinent
photographs, a checklist of each structure and findings,
recommendations and suggestions for improvement, and
other project deliverables. The DSR report will:
•

•

•

•

Site inspection performed by 1 or 2 professional engi-

Preparation of separate annual inspection reports for each
dam site summarizing the findings from the inspection
and providing prioritized recommendations to address any
deficiencies identified using Client’s existing deficiency
priority ranking system

The annual Dam Safety Inspections (DSI) are conducted by Meco
in accordance with the Canadian Dam Association, Dam Safety

Identify additional steps required for the safe operation,

Guidelines (CDA, 2007 Revised 2013) “Engineering Inspections”.

maintenance and adequate surveillance of the dams, if

Engineering inspections include a detailed visual examination of

necessary

the dam and instrumentation. The inspections involve a system-

Quantify any identified deficiencies such that priorities

atic walkover of the structure, documenting any observed anoma-

for remedial measures can be readily established

lies or deficiencies, highlighting any changes noted since the
last inspection. All observations are carefully documented and

Dam Safety Inspections (DSI)
A Dam Safety Inspection (DSI) is a surveillance tool used at more
frequent intervals than a DSR or DSA and has a limited scope.
The scope of work for a DSI may vary depending on the quantity
and quality of available information. From our experience, Client
completes an annual DSI with the following scope of work:
•

Review of existing documentation as required

•

Site inspection of all dams and associated structures for
each project to the extent possible based on available
access
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photographed. Meco will prepare a tabular method for tracking
items arising from site inspection observations and recommended
actions. The current status of each item will be clearly indicated.

Hydrotechnical Analysis

Comprehensive Hydrotechnical
Engineering Services
Meco provides comprehensive Hydrotechnical Engineering
services for data collection and analysis, preparation of models
and modelling outputs for an eclectic mix of applications. Our
one-stop shop for hydrotechnical engineering services has allowed us to be leaders in areas such as:
1. Flood Studies
2. Storm Water Management
3. Erosion and Sediment Control
4. Lake and Reservoir Management
5. Environmental Assessments
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Meco is strong in drainage design and study.
Our core practice area, dam safety engineering, regularly requires
thorough analysis of catchment areas and drainage basins for
yield analysis and flood hydrology analysis, including prediction of
extreme floods for annual exceedance probability events. Meco
uses HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS for hydrology and river modeling
as well as regional flood frequency analysis for extreme event
prediction. Typical drainage structures designed for our projects
include overflow spillways, submerged gated structures, culverts,
and pipelines.
In addition, erosion and sediment control and Lake Management
can be achieved through a number of civil engineering controls.

With Meco’s background in geotechnical and civil engineering, we are uniquely qualified in assessing sediment liberation, load transport and eventual deposition. Our design experience includes design of turf reinforced mats, biological stabilization and rock mattress
reinforcement. Staff are trained with “Erosion and Sediment Control for Construction Sites”.
Meco’s Hydrotechnical Analysis Services Include:
•

Models of Inflow Hydrology in HEC-HMS and Development of Flood Hydrographs

•

Frequency Analysis & Regional Analysis

•

Low Flow Analysis and Yield Analysis of Reservoirs

•

Climate Change Modelling in HEC-HMS

•

River 2D Models of Streamflow

•

Reservoir Routing in Hec-ResSIM

•

Stream Channel Routing in HEC-RAS

•

Catchment Modeling

•

Dam Failure Modelling with BREACH, SMPBBK, FLDWAV and HEC-RAS

•

Fish Ladder Modelling
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Engineering
Civil • Structural • Geotechnical

Civil and Structural Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering

Civil engineering is a diverse discipline that encompasses nearly

Meco provides comprehensive geotechnical services including

all aspect of daily life. Meco services the traditional civil mar-

reconnaissance, preliminary and final investigations, geotech-

ket; marine, municipal, structural, infrastructure, and energy.

nical modeling for foundations, slopes, and embankments.

Our blend of geotechnical, hydraulic, and structural skills allow

Our one-stop shop for

us to be innovative across a broad sector of industry.

geotechnical engineering services has allowed

Meco’s civil services include:

us to be leaders in areas

•

Embankment and Concrete Dams

such as dam safety and

•

Hydroelectric Facilities and Feasibility Studies

slope stability.

•

Shallow and Deep Foundations

•

Wharf and Breakwater Design

•

Ground Anchors and Soil Nailing

•

Slope Stabilization

•

Retaining Walls

•

Blast Monitoring

•

Anchor Point Review and Design

•

Lift Point Review and Design

•

Construction QA/QC Inspection Services

Meco’s geotechnical services include:
•

Site Investigations and Soil Characterization

•

Soil and Rock Remediation

•

Risk and Hazard Assessment

•

Blast Vibration Monitoring and Assessment

•

Foundation Design and Recommendations

•

Settlement Analysis

•

Rock Slope Engineering

•

Slope Stability

•

Geo Studio Modeling

•

Retaining Wall
Design
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Instrumentation Analysis
Meco’s experience with instrumentation analysis is included as

parameters that need to be measured quantitatively. Specifically,

tasks in larger overall projects. Meco has participated in sev-

the following information used to define instrumentation should

eral annual DSI projects that include an assessment of instru-

be documented:

mentation, and we have installed temporary instruments.

1.

Procedures

2.

Assumptions

Meco’s philosophy with regard to instrumentation is they should

3.

Analysis

be performance-based surveillance with a goal to identify devia-

4.

Other related information

tions in performance conditions so corrective or risk mitigation
measures can be implemented before adverse consequences

In addition, the following information will allow for more effective

result. While not an exhaustive list, Meco generally has a “Top 5”

management of the data from instrumentation. These philoso-

recognized purposes of instrumentation:

phies are the means by which Meco will assess instrumentation
on all projects:

1.

Analytical assessment – verification of design parameters

2.

Observing performance of known anomalies

1.

Data management and husbandry protocol

3.

Predicting future performance

2.

Outlining procedures for processing of data and analysis

4.

Establishing baseline data

3.

Establishing threshold values for further action

5.

Refining future designs

4.

Establishing follow-up procedures for anomalous readings

When provided, instrumentation should be defined systematically
on the basis of expected dam performance and identification of
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Emergency Management
Analyses
“Effective emergency management relies on establishment of a clear emergency
response structure that is understood by all responders…” (CDA, 2013).

Dam Safety Emergency Action Plan
An emergency action plan (EAP) for Dam Safety will embody at
least three (3) primary dam safety documents:
1. An Operations, Maintenance, and Surveillance (OMS)
Manual which describes how day-to-day tasks related
to dam safety at a specific dam are performed, and by
whom. The OMS Manual contains In-Plant Procedures
(IPPs) applicable to normal conditions, flood situations,
dam safety alerts, and/or dam safety emergencies;
2. An Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP) which contains
inundation maps and other information applicable to a
specific dam that is required by downstream responders
to update their own emergency plans and;
3. An Emergency Response Plan (ERP) that includes general
information on response to a dam safety emergency, as
well as detailed description of actions and responses to a
dam safety emergency at a specific dam.
“ERPs and EPPs should be in place for all dams where lives are at
risk, or if implementation of emergency procedures could significantly reduce the consequence of failure” (CDA, 2013).
Emergency action plans embody the corporate culture and define
a corporation in times of emergency. To be effective, they are
best conducted in collaboration between Client and the consultant team. Meco has successfully completed this task for several
clients. We will, in conjunction with Client, assess and develop
effective emergency actions plans.
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Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis
A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a methodology

of “the initiator”, “failure progression” and “the resulting impacts”

for the assessment of ‘risk’, which is a combination of likeli-

(USBR, 2012).

hood and consequences of failure. A Meco FMEA includes the
following;

The probable failure modes will be presented in a matrix and

•

Identification of all significant potential failure modes

screened to determine their potential contribution to the risk of

•

Assessment of the likelihood of occurrence and qualita-

failure. This PFMA matrix will be used to consider consequences,

tive consequences for each failure mode

remedial and surveillance and monitoring options using a risk

•

Estimate the risk for each failure mode

based approach.

•

In consultation with the client, identify tolerable risk
levels and failure modes with excessive risk

•

Prioritization of opportunities for risk mitigation

•

Identify mitigation measures that may reduce risks to
tolerable limits

•

Prepare a report detailing the FMEA and remedial and/or
surveillance and monitoring options

Meco will, in conjunction with the
client, conduct a site inspection
to assess the current condition
of the structure, record and
photograph the structure. The
inspection team will focus on
vulnerabilities of the structure.
Following the site visit, the team
will brainstorm potential failure
modes. Each failure mode identified will be evaluated and only
potential failure modes considered to pose a plausible risk to
the facility will be considered
further. The probable failure
modes will be described in terms
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For each probable failure mode, Meco will consider remedial and/
or surveillance and monitoring options, taking into consideration
the effectiveness of each option in eradicating the failure mode.
Meco can prepare an order of magnitude cost estimate and consider the feasibility and risk of implementation of each option.

Management
Project • Construction • Risk

Meco’s project management services include oversight and

nication with the client

overall project management during construction as well as all

•

Provide interpretation of project documents

items associated with construction and contract administra-

•

Communicate through official methods with the contrac-

tion including but not limited to the following:
•

Construction Start-up Meeting and regular Construction

tor, and avoid direction to foreman, etc.
•

crepancies

Meetings (chair and minutes)
•

General inspection services including material testing, as
appropriate

•

Clarification of contract items and specifications,

•

Non-resident construction inspection services as needed

•

Claims management

•

Progress payments

•

Shop drawing review

•

Keeping of “as-built” records and daily/weekly
reports

•

Preparation of documents related to change orders
(notification, recommendation, implications, request of quotation, review of price for acceptability,
etc.)

•

Regular progress reports

•

Interim certificates for payment purposes

•

Final Inspection and substantial completion certificates

•

Contractor performance review

Upon request, Meco will provide Resident Site Services.
Our staff is trained in construction observation and capable
of providing the following services:
•

Keep project records, report daily and weekly,
monitor the project QA/QC and site safety

•

Provide technical advice while maintaining commu-
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Inspect the work and advise the contractor of any dis-

•

Keep a photographic record of progress, as well and daily
and weekly reporting

Notes:

A Trusted Extension of your Business

For a confidential conversation about how
we can meet your needs, contact us at:
Toll-Free: 877 434-3131
Telephone: +1 902 444 3131
Fax: +1 902 404 7777
Email: info@mecoengineers.com

For a new career, contact us at:
Email: careers@mecoengineers.com

Scan to
learn more.

MecoEngineers.com

